Date: 11/16/2021
Time: 8:00am
Attendees: Bryson, Courtney, Alayne, Mary, Kennedy, Emma, Tiara, Marcos, Sydney, Jenna, Sofie, Hailee, Jack (L), Sadie (L), Mack (L), Michelle, Eric

Motion to approve last week’s minutes: Bryson
Move to the motion: Tiara
2nd: Mary

Bryson:
- Second Bylaw reading

Executive Vote:
Making the motion: Bryson
Move to the motion: Jenna
2nd: Alayne
opposed: none
abstainees: none

Advisory Vote:
Making the motion: Bryson
Move to the motion: Mary
2nd: Kennedy
opposed: none
abstainees: none

- Office hours until December 13th.
- Wagon rides will be during the first week of December.

Eric:
- Starting concerts in Price.
- About once a month
- Help support by buying tickets
• Volleyball courts: Behind Tucker or on the fountain field.
• Cheaper on the fountain field. approximately $174,000.
• we would be lacking $16,000 and facilities said they would maybe help out.
• Look at other locations (SAC field), Get students input, and eliminate some costs by taking out some features.
• Alayne will make a qualtrics survey.
• Ask facilities about taking down the nets for the winter. Or have the service learning students do it or the volleyball team.
• Meet with Greg for details if there’s a field house going to be built.

Michelle:
• Blanding will not be able to make it and reschedule our Native American Heritage event.
• Possibly beginning of December or spring semester during Diversity Week.
• Luau: be flexible in April to have them come. They want to do it on the weekend.
• April 9th or 16th.

Mary:
• Opening night is December 2nd but EUSA might buy tickets for students to come for more than one night.

Motion to adjourn the meeting: Bryson
Move to the motion: Sadie
2nd: Alayne